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Abstract. Amorphous In-Ga-Zn-O Thin Film Transistors (a-IGZO TFTs) have proven 

to be an excellent approach for flat panel display drivers using organic light emitting 

diodes, due to their high mobility and stability compared to other types of TFTs. These 

characteristics are related to the specifics of the metal-oxygen-metal bonds, which give 

raise to spatially distributed s orbitals that can overlap between them. The magnitude 

of the overlap between s orbitals seems to be little sensitive to the presence of the 

distorted bonds, allowing high values of mobility, even in devices fabricated at room 

temperature. In this paper, we show the effect of the distribution of states in the a-IGZO 

layer on the main conduction mechanism of the a-IGZO TFTs, analyzing the behavior 

with temperature of the drain current.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In 2004, Nomura et al. [1] presented the first amorphous oxide semiconductor (AOS) 

TFTs using a novel semiconductor material at that time, the amorphous In-Ga-Zn-O (a-

IGZO), which was deposited by pulse layer deposition, using a KrF excimer laser and a 

polycrystalline In-Ga-ZnO target. The chemical composition of the target was In:Ga:Zn 

1.1:1.1:0.9 in atomic ratio. The authors explained, that conduction in amorphous oxide 

semiconductors (AOSs) containing post-transition-metal cations is completely different 
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from that of covalent semiconductors as a-Si:H. In a-Si:H TFTs, the presence of 

randomly distributed sp3 bonds, gives rise to a high density of both deep and tail localized 

states and the carrier transport is governed by hopping between localized tail states. 

In AOSs, the conduction band has high ionicity due to spatially distributed s orbitals, 

which can overlap between them. Although distorted metal-oxygen-metal bonds exist in 

the amorphous material, the magnitude of the overlap between s orbitals seems to be 

insensitive to the presence of the distorted bonds, allowing high values of mobility, even 

in devices fabricated at room temperature. The transistor presented in [1] used 140-nm-

thick Y2O3 layer as gate dielectric and Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) as source (S), drain (D) 

and gate (G) contacts. All materials used in the TFT were transparent.  

To explain the conduction mechanism, authors previously analyzed the behavior of 

single-crystalline InGaO3(ZnO)5 [2]. For these devices, the carrier transport was associated 

to percolation conduction over potential barriers around the conduction band edge. These 

potential barriers are supposed to be due to randomly distributed Ga
3+

 and Zn
2+

 ions in the 

crystal structure. Since the amorphous IGZO (a-IGZO) TFTs showed also high mobility 

values with a behavior similar to the crystalline ones, authors considered that the 

percolation conduction mechanism takes place also in a-IGZO TFTs [3]. 

Due to the relatively high electron mobility, high optical transparency, low temperature 

and relatively low cost processing techniques, these devices have found an important 

application in Active Matrix Organic Light Emitting Diodes, (AMOLEDs) displays [4-7]. 

From this moment on, a-IGZO TFTs have been object of continuous and intensive 

research from all points of view, including technological and physical aspects, looking to 

improve stability, increase mobility and reduce operating voltage range, among others.  

The characteristics of the a-IGZO band structure can be found in [6,7], with a 

distribution of bulk localized states DOS in the gap [7,8]. It is generally accepted that 

DOS observed in a-IGZO layers are characterized by a relatively low density of localized 

states, less than 1x10
20

 cm
-3

eV
-1

, and their characteristics strongly depend on the process 

used for the IGZO layer deposition and in general on the device fabrication [9-13].  

Regarding the conduction mechanism, in [14], authors proposed a conduction 

mechanism that contains both possibilities, band percolation [15] and the mobility edge or 

multiple trapping and release mechanism [16,17], which they call extended mobility edge 

model. Depending on the specific characteristics of the device associated to the fabrication 

process, or depending on the operation regime for the same device, the predominant 

mechanism can be either percolation in conduction band or multiple trapping.  

The characterization with temperature of the electrical characteristics of TFTs allows to 

analyze, not only the behavior of the devices in the temperature operation range required for 

the specific application, but also the conduction mechanisms. In most amorphous TFTs, the 

drain current has been reported to increase with temperature, which is characteristic of the 

hopping conduction mechanism.  

In this paper, we show, that under certain operation conditions, a reduction of the 

drain current with temperature is observed, which is related to the characteristics of the 

DOS present in the a-IGZO layer of the device. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PART 

For the analysis of the electrical characteristics, we will use two bottom gate top 

contact IGZO TFTs shown in Figures 1a and b. Device 1 consists of 90 nm of HfO2 as 

gate dielectric, deposited at 100 
o
C by atomic layer deposition, on top of which, a 70 nm 

thick IGZO layer was deposited by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) at 20 mTorr oxygen 

pressure. A 500 nm thick layer of poly-p-xylylene-C (Parylene-C), deposited by chemical 

vapor deposition (CVD) at room temperature at 1 mTorr, was used as etch stopper layer 

(ESL). Au/Cr deposited by electron beam was used for gate contact and Al was used for 

drain and source contacts. Annealing was done after the deposition of the a-IGZO layer 

and at the end of the fabrication process.  

Device 2 consisted of 200 nm of Si3O4 as gate insulator, deposited by Plasma 

Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD), at 250 
o
C as gate insulator. The a-

IGZO layer had 12 nm and was deposited by RF sputtering at room temperature. As etch 

stopper layer, 100 nm of SiO2, deposited by PECVD, were used. Mo/Cr was used for G, 

D and S contacts. A final annealing was done at the end of the fabrication process. 

Photolithography was used to pattern each layer. Figures 1a and b show the cross section 

of Device 1 and 2, respectively.  

The analyzed TFTs corresponding to Device 1 had channel width (W) and length (L) 

of W=80 µm L=40 µm and those of Device 2 had W=900 µm, L=30 µm.  

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 1 a) Cross section of IGZO TFT referred as: a) Device 1; b) Device 2. 

Electrical measurements were done at different temperatures and in vacuum conditions, 

using a K20 programmable Temperature Controller and measurement chamber from MMR 

Technologies Inc. and a Keithley 4200 semiconductor characterization system. 

The output characteristics were measured every ten degrees, in the temperature range 

between 300 K and 350 K. Measurements were done after waiting 5 minutes at each fixed 

temperature, with no applied bias. The time with applied voltage, during measurements at 
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each temperature, was less than 5 min. Before the I-V-T measurements, the devices were 

tested for hysteresis and bias stress instability at room temperature to guarantee that the 

variation of the drain current was due to the temperature variation and not to instability 

effects. 

3. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 2a shows the measured output characteristics at 300, 320 and 330 K for Device 

1. Fig. 2b shows the output characteristics at 300,330 and 350 K for Device 2. As can be 

seen in Fig. 2a, the drain current (IDS) increases significantly with temperature. This is the 

typical behavior with temperature of the output current in a-IGZO shown in 

[12,14,17,18,19]. On the contrary, in the output characteristics shown in Fig. 2b, Ids 

reduces with the increase of T, as VDS increases. 

As already mentioned, due to the specific characteristics of metal oxide materials 

chemical bonds, the conduction mechanism in a-IGZO TFTs can be due not only to 

hopping, typical of amorphous TFTs, but also to percolation in the conduction band 

[8,9,14]. The temperature dependence of the drain current and mobility will be 

determined by the predominant conduction mechanism, which can depend, not only on 

the fabrication process, but on the operation conditions for a given fabrication process.  

It is expected that the contribution of the Variable Range Hopping (VRH) becomes 

greater than the band-like mechanism when the Fermi level EF lies within the exponential 

tail states. According to [14], for a characteristic energy of around kTa=0.069 eV and a 

density of acceptor tail states at Ec, (Nta) in the order of 3.4x10
19

 cm
-3

eV
-1

, this can occur.  

To estimate the DOS in the amorphous semiconductor material of our devices, we 

used the same procedure as in [16,17], obtaining characteristic energy of kTa =0.072 eV 

and Nta = 8.5x10
19

 cm
-3

eV
-1 

for Device 1 and kTa=40 meV and Nta<6x10
18

 cm
-3

eV
-1 

for 

Device 2. 

In order to study in more detail the effect of the DOS characteristic on the conduction 

mechanism, we used simulations in ATLAS. For this purpose, we simulated the output 

characteristics for a-IGZO TFTs with a bottom gate structure. 

Different DOS characteristics with an acceptor-type DOS, having Nta values in the 

range from 1.5x10
20 

cm
-3

eV
-1-

to 3.5x10
17

 cm
-3

eV
-1

 were simulated. The characteristic 

energy was varied from 0.03 eV to 0.18 eV. The default low field mobility model was 

used, taking the default value of the temperature dependent parameter for this mobility in 

ALTAS. The reduction of mobility with temperature is the typical behavior expected for 

a crystalline device due to phonon scattering. In this case, it can be associated to a 

crystalline-like behavior of the amorphous oxide semiconductor material [3]. 

The mobility dependence with temperature is considered with the objective to 

distinguish between the effect of the characteristics of the DOS and the effect of a 

crystalline-like mobility behavior, on the IDS temperature dependence. If mobility is 

considered constant in the simulator, the variation of the drain current with temperature 

will be determined only by the DOS characteristics, which was confirmed by simulating 

considering a mobility that does not depend on temperature. The model used for the 

Blaze simulation included Fermi statistics, as well as band parameters and bandgap 

narrowing specified for IGZO material.  
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Main results of simulations are summarized on Table I. For simulated output 

characteristics of devices with Nta=1.5x10
20 

cm
-3

eV
-1 

and kTa=0.34, the typical increase of 

IDS with T was observed for all curves with VGS equal or above 4 V. It is evident that in 

this case, defects are determining the behavior of the temperature dependence of the drain 

current.  

For values of Nta equal or below 1.5x10
19 

cm
-3

eV
-1

and kTa=0.034 eV, the drain current 

decreases with temperature. This result confirms that when, the density of localized states 

is sufficiently small and trapping is less important, the temperature dependence of the 

drain current is determined by the temperature dependence of mobility, see Table 1. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 2 Output characteristics at different temperatures, of: a) Device 1; b) Device 2´. 
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The effect of reducing the DOS characteristic energy kTa, and thus the effect of 

trapping, was also analyzed. For this purpose Nta was maintained constant and equal to 

Nta=3.5x10
19 

cm
-3

eV
-1

, while the characteristic energy was varied. Table 1 and Fig. 3 

show that the reduction of kTa allows the change of mechanism to occur for smaller 

values of VGS. It is observed that for kTa=100 meV, the change in mechanism is not 

observed and IDS at 350 K is higher than at 300 K for all the operation voltage range. For 

kTa =70 meV, the change in mechanism is observed only, for VGS=10 V, when IDS at 350 

K becomes smaller than at 300 K.  For kTa =0.34, the conduction mechanism is also the 

same in all the operation voltage range, but it corresponds to percolation in the 

conduction band, producing the reduction of IDS with T. Fig. 4 shows the change of 

mechanism in a simulated transfer curve in saturation, when Nta is changed maintaining kTa 

=0.034 eV. For Nta = 1.5x10
20

 cm
-3

eV
-1

, IDS is higher at 350 K than at 300 K for all values 

of VGS. For Nta =1.5x10
18

 cm
-3

sV
-1

, IDS is practically the same at 300 and 350 K for VDS<-

0.5 V and as VGS increases, the drain current at 350 K becomes smaller than at 300 K. 

Table 1 Values of the drain current for T=300 K and 350 K, at VDS=10 V and different values  

of VGS, corresponding to different combinations of values of Nta and kTa. 

Nta  

(cm-3) 

kTa 

(meV) 

IDS  [A] 

VDS=10 V  

VGS=4 V 

T=350 K 

T=300 K 

IDS [A] 

VDS=10 V  

VGS=6 V 

T=350 K 

T=300 K 

IDS [A] 

VDS=10 V  

VGS=8 V 

T=350 K 

T=300 K 

IDS [A] 

VDS=10 V  

VGS=10 V 

T=350 K 

T=300 K 

1.5x1018 34 2.05x10-5 

2.54x10-5 

4.00x10-5 

4.98x10-5 

6.58x10-5 

8.23x10-5 

9.65x10-5 

1.21x10-4 

1.5x1019 34 1.64x10-5 

1.89x10-5 

3.30x10-5 

3.89x10-5 

5.57x10-5 

6.66x10-5 

8.34x10-5 

1.01 x10-4 

1.5x1020 34 4.06 x10-6 

3.20 x10-6 

9.13 x10-6 

7.83 x10-6 

1.71 x10-5 

1.50 x10-5 

2.85x10-5 

2.80 x10-4 

1.5x1019 100 2.09 x10-6 

1.50 x10-6 

7.36 x10-6 

6.68 x10-6 

1.74 x10-5 

1.78 x10-5 

3.29x10-5 

3.59x10-5 

3.5x1019 34 1.22 x10-5 

1.83 x10-5 

2.56 x10-5 

3.69 x10-5 

4.44 x10-5 

6.19 x10-5 

6.83x10-5 

9.21x10-5 

3.5x1019 70 2.13 x10-6 

1.44 x10-6 

6.51 x10-6 

5.41 x10-6 

1.48 x10-5 

1.40 x10-5 

2.77 x10-5 

2.85 x10-5 

3.5x1019 100 2.10 x10-7 

8.80 x10-7 

1.08 x10-6 

6.36 x10-7 

3.69 x10-6 

2.83 x10-6 

9.38 x10-6 

8.55 x10-6 

6x1019 30 1.07 x10-5 

1.08 x10-5 

2.24 x10-5 

2.37 x10-5 

3.92 x10-5 

4.31 x10-5 

6.08 x10-5 

6.87 x10-5 

8.5x1019 72 2.84 x10-7 

1.25 x10-7 

1.03 x10-6 

5.78 x10-7 

2.85 x10-6 

1.95 x10-6 

6.53 x10-6 

5.22 x10-6 

3.5x1017 180 1.83 x10-5 

2.25 x10-5 

3.69 x10-5 

4.58 x10-5 

6.19 x10-5 

7.72 x10-5 

9.21 x10-5 

1.15 x10-4 
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Fig. 3 Simulated output characteristics at T=300 K and T=350 K for Nta= 3.5x1019 cm-3eV-1 and 

kTa=100 meV and 70 meV, showing the different behavior of IDS with T corresponding  

to the change in conduction mechanism.   

 

 

Fig. 4 Simulated transfer curves in saturation at T=300 K and T=350 K  

for Nta= 1.5x1020 cm-3eV-1 and 1.5x1018 cm-3eV-1, for kTa =34 meV.  

 

Simulations confirm that Device 1 with the DOS characteristic indicated above, is 

expected to have hopping as the predominant conduction mechanism in all the operation 

region and temperature range analyzed, which is what was observed. 
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From the other hand, simulations also show that for values of Nta below 3.5x10
19

 cm
-3

 

and kTa below 0.1 eV, the predominant conduction mechanism can change to percolation 

for VDS and VGS above a given value. This value can be estimated analyzing the Arrhenius 

dependence of the drain current in the devices. This was the case observed for Device 2. 

As already mentioned, the presence of bandlike carrier transport is well accepted for 

IGZO TFTs, although the presence of VRH cannot be excluded [14]. Due to it, the device 

can reveal an electrical crystalline-like behavior, in which mobility reduces with 

temperature, due to the interaction of carriers with the atoms in the material. The 

predominant carrier transport mechanism, will depend on the DOS characteristics of the 

device being analyzed. If the effect of the DOS, is sufficiently small, the current due to 

percolation conduction is expected to become predominant and the device can show a 

crystalline-like behavior. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Due to the chemical bond of in a-IGZO layers, carrier conduction in the conduction 

band is possible in AOSTFTs based on this material. However, the presence of VRH 

cannot be excluded and the predominant conduction mechanism is determined by the 

characteristics of the DOS in the amorphous IGZO layer and the operating voltages, 

which will define the position of the Fermi level. 

Simulations confirm that, when the effect of the DOS, is sufficiently small, that is 

when the combination of Nta and kTa is sufficiently small, current due to percolation 

conduction becomes predominant and the device can show a crystalline-like behavior in 

the operation range. For example, for a density of tail acceptor states Nta=3.5x10
19

 cm
-

3
eV

-1
 and a characteristic energy of 34 meV, IDS reduces with T. For kTa=100 meV the 

current increases with T. For kTa =70 meV, the drain current decreases only when VGS=10 

V. For Nta =1x10
20

 cm
-3

eV
-1

 the current increases with T even for kTa =34 meV, 

indicating that VHR conduction is predominant. For Nta <1.5e
19

 cm
-3

eV
-1

, the current 

reduces with T for kTa =34 meV, indicating that the percolation conduction mechanism is 

predominant in all the operating voltage range of the TFT. 
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